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The current study aimed to examine how time affects assessing maximal
performance in divergent thinking tests. The results indicate the inverted J-
shaped pattern in divergent thinking performance over time. The findings will
contribute to accurately assess creative potential and provide implications in
manipulating time conditions to maximize creative thinking in various teaching
and learning contexts.

Abstract
Performance on divergent thinking (DT) tests varies by different testing conditions. Although
many studies documented that DT performance increases when more time is provided, it still
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remains unanswered whether DT performance continues to increase linearly or follows a
rather non-linear pattern as more time is allowed. The present study examined a potential
curvilinear pattern in DT performance by synthesizing 237 effect size in 22 studies using a
three-level approach to account for the nested structure of data. Results indicated that liberal
time conditions provided significantly better DT performance than the restricted time
conditions with the mean effect size (g=0.666) being considered moderate to large. The effect
size was small to moderate (g = 0.493) in a group of studies that merely compared “timed” and
“untimed” conditions. The effect was larger (g = 0.901) in a group of studies comparing varying
amounts of time. The quadratic term of time difference between the shorter and longer time
conditions turned out significantly negative indicating the inverted J-shaped relationship
between time-on-task and DT performance: the DT performance increases with more time,
and the growth slows down at some point. Implications for testing DT are explored.
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1. Introduction
Divergent thinking (DT) is a core process of creative thinking and is widely assessed as a proxy
of creative potential (Runco & Acar, 2012). While creative potential has been defined in many
different ways, DT is defined straightforwardly as the capacity of thinking in different
directions (Taylor, 1988). Because DT is scored based on the responses to open-ended tasks,
testing conditions may impact the outcomes from those tasks. Indeed, performance on
creativity tasks varies by different testing conditions, as was indicated in a systematic review
on measurement issues in creativity assessment (Said-Metwaly et al., 2017). Furthermore,
testing conditions contribute to or reduce construct-irrelevant variance—which is defined as
variance attributed to factors other than DT performance (i.e., the construct of interest)—and
influence the construct validity of the scores. Therefore, understanding how testing
conditions impact the estimates of DT is important.

Outcomes from DT tasks are influenced by a number of factors. Some factors are internal
such as test structure, content, and modality. DT outcomes are also influenced by external
testing conditions such as explicitness of the test instructions (Acar et al., 2020; Said-Metwaly
et al., 2020), playfulness of the testing environment (Wallach & Kogan, 1965), and the amount
of time given when taking the tests (Hattie, 1977, 1980; Said-Metwaly et al., 2020). Among these
external factors, time-on-task (TOT) plays a particularly critical role in DT performance not
only because TOT changes the duration of the task but also TOT may have examinees’ ability,
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understanding about the tasks, attention, motivation, and mental/physical exhaustion (Briggs
& Reining, 2020) bounded along with its impact on cognitive functioning and emotional state
(Moore & Tenny, 2012). Thus, it is not surprising studies show contradictory results of that DT
performance varies by time.

Many studies have documented the more time provided, the larger the number of total and
original responses generated (e.g., Akinboye, 1982; Benedek et al., 2013; Johns & Morse, 1997;
Morse et al., 2001; Plucker et al., 2006; Preckel et al., 2011). Interestingly, not all studies
support this positive TOT effect. Rather, both positive and negative TOT effects are
simultaneously evidenced in several empirical studies (e.g., Foos & Boone, 2008; Hass, 2015;
Hattie, 1980; Khatena, 1972; Sajjadi-Bafghi, 1986).

Despite a considerable deal of variation in findings across studies, Said-Metwaly et al. (2020)
synthesized 12 studies using a meta-analytic three-level model into a large TOT effect and
concluded that creative performance is significantly enhanced when more time is allowed.
More specifically, originality benefits more from longer time conditions than fluency and
flexibility. The positive TOT effect in originality supports the serial order effect (Mednick,
1962) that people tend to produce more original responses later as the tasks advance because
they probably need to consume mundane responses to come up with unique associations
across different thoughts. Said-Metwaly et al. (2020) explained the positive TOT effect using
Amabile's (1983; Amabile et al., 2002) componential theory of creativity and Benedek et al.’s
(2014) controlled-attention theory of creativity. Throughout several works, Amabile and
colleagues discussed the negative effect of time pressure on creative thinking (Amabile, 1996;
Amabile et al., 2002). In fact, Amabile et al. (2002) asserted that time pressure could lead
individuals to be less creative. As Amabile et al. (2002, pp. 52) put it, “when creativity is under
the gun, it usually ends up getting killed.” They concluded “complex cognitive processing
takes time, and, without some reasonable time for that processing, creativity is almost
impossible (Amabile et al., 2012, pp. 61).” Also, people can dedicate their mental resources to
processing the task without having to deal with the stress of managing time (Benedek et al.,
2014). Despite the interesting finding of Said-Metwaly et al.’s (2020) meta-analysis, the exact
functional form (i.e., linear vs. non-linear) of how DT performance increases as a function of
time remains unanswered. Interestingly, their meta-analysis found that people tend to show
better performance with more time, if tests are timed compared to untimed. In other words,
DT performance benefits from some form of a time constraint as far as people have enough
time to process during DT tests.

Perhaps, people make more cognitive efforts on the tasks with a time constraint (Moore &
Tenny, 2012). A time constraint naturally augments the pace in the tasks because the overall
window of time that people can work on the tasks is fixed (McGrath & Kelly, 1986). Besides,
people may set their achievement goals higher because a time constraint makes the tasks more
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difficult, and the higher achievement goals promotes their performance (Bryan & Locke, 1967).
The challenges added by a time constraint may serve to cognitively stimulate people on the
tasks which in turn motivates them to be more creative. Andrew and Farris (1972) found that
scientists who experienced optimal time pressure outperformed the counterpart scientists
experiencing less time pressure in their creative and innovative outcomes. More recently, this
positive relationship was supported in Ohly et al.’s (2006) study in which 278 employees in a
high-tech company showed more creative and innovative ideas at work when they were tested
up to a certain point of time pressure. This finding was repeatedly supported even when daily
creativity was examined in an experience sampling method which rigorously illustrated day-
to-day dynamics (Ohly & Fritz, 2010). People tend to perceive the task as more stimulating and
this may promote cognitive activation (i.e., neural activity), which is central in processing
information (Gardner, 1986). The cognitive activation would consequently elevate task
performance, and creative performance is not an exception (Baer & Oldham, 2006).

Furthermore, excessive time could impede or no longer augment performance after a certain
point. This inflected curve makes most sense according to Briggs and Reining's (2010)
bounded ideational theory suggesting that an ideation curve is likely to slow representing an
ogive. The ogive is likely because the relationship between TOT and DT performance is
moderated by several boundaries including examinees’ mental ability and attentions that are
limited by nature, mental/physical exhaustion, and understanding of the tasks that may
change over time. As a result of prolonged engagement in certain tasks, for instance, people
may run out of their cognitive and motivational energy and focus. With limited mental
resources, people may feel more fatigue as the tasks advance that would slow down their
performance (Moore & Tenny, 2012). Put differently, additional time would only work up to a
certain point but may not proportionately promote DT performance.

Presence of this kind of a relationship implies a curvilinear relationship in TOT effects. The
curvilinear relationship appears in creativity as found in that people are most productive in
creativity tests when tasks are moderately stimulating (Voss, 1977). Baer and Oldham (2006)
particularly affirmed the curvilinear relationship among employees at the workplace
indicating that employee's creativity, rated by their supervisors, increased up to a certain point
and declined after that point as they perceived more time pressure at their work. Simply
speaking, creative performance can be most elevated under the optimal time conditions then
stop increasing after that point, which may imply the inverted J-shaped relationship. However,
it is worth to note that perceived time pressure is not the same as the actual amount of time
given, although perceived time pressure is relevant to the shorter time condition examined in
the present study as people are more likely to feel pressured when they are under strict time
conditions..
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2. The Present Study
The present study aimed to synthesize research examining whether people's performance
curvilinearly increased in DT tests as they were allowed with more time to take the DT tests,
and what characteristics of study and sample moderate the TOT effect. To this end, five
research questions were specifically examined.

1. What is the overall relationship between TOT and DT performance?
a. Does DT performance increase as people are allowed more time to take DT tests?

b. Does the relationship vary by which method of time manipulation (i.e., untimed vs.
timed conditions; shorter time vs. longer time conditions) is chosen?

2. Does the relationship vary by the moderators such as people's demographic backgrounds
(i.e., gender, age, nationality), study characteristic (i.e., year of publication, within-subject vs.
between-subject design), characteristics of DT tests (i.e., DT tests, test modality, subscales,
scoring methods of originality)?

3. Is there a curvilinear relationship between TOT and DT performance?
a. Does the relationship continue to increase at the same rate as more time is allowed?

b. Does the relationship change by how much of time is allowed in the reference group?

This is not the first investigation on the impact of TOT on DT performance. As mentioned
above, Said-Metwaly et al.’s (2020) meta-analysis provided an overall perspective on timed and
untimed testing. However, their study did not explore if the nature of the relationship could
be non-linear. The present study expands Said-Metwaly et al.’s (2020) meta-analysis aiming to
test whether DT performance curvilinearly increases with longer time provided for DT tasks.
It is likely that more time will bring superior DT outcomes but the gains will not be
proportional to the amount of time provided and will stop to increase after a certain threshold
point of time. Thus, we added a few moderators for testing a curvilinear relationship between
TOT and DT performance. In spite of the similarity in the focus, the present study differs
from Said-Metwaly et al.’s (2020) study in that it included a larger number of studies (k = 22).
This is nearly twice as many investigations as examined in the earlier meta-analysis (k = 12).
The present study includes studies testing within-subject comparisons with different time
intervals in the same samples in addition to between-subject comparisons. For instance, we
included all possible comparisons of how DT scores changed when the same set of
participants were given with 1, 3, and 5 minutes in a study (e.g., Benedek et al., 2013). We also
considered how originality is scored as another moderator.
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3. Method

3.1. Locating Previous Research Results

In the present study, different methods were considered in order to locate previous literature
on DT and TOT. These methods included primary sources (e.g., scholarly journals, conference
papers, master's theses and doctoral dissertations), and secondary sources (reference lists,
reference databases, internet search, and personal contact) (Cooper, 2016).

Research articles from 1950 to 2020 were collected through a search of the following electronic
databases: Academic Search Premier, PsycINFO, Educational Resources Information Center,
Psychology & Behavioral Science Collection, ProQuest, and Google Scholar. In addition,
reference lists were manually searched for other related studies that might be included. When
the full text could not be obtained, or in case a study reported insufficient statistical
information, authors were contacted (e.g., Benedek et al., 2013). Finally, the following major
journals in creativity research were searched for relevant articles: Creativity Research Journal,
Journal of Creative Behavior, Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts, and Thinking Skills and
Creativity.

The above mentioned electronic databases were searched using the advance search option.
Both OR and AND options were used while searching previous literature. The following
keywords were searched: divergent thinking, creative thinking, creativity, fluency, flexibility, originality,
time-on-task, timed, untimed, time, testing time, time pressure, speed, game-like, and test-like. Studies
that contained these keywords either in their titles or in abstracts were initially selected and
reviewed to find out additional references. After removing redundancies in the results (some
articles appeared twice or more because of the overlap between databases content), our
literature search produced 257 publication including peer-review articles, master's theses and
doctoral dissertations, reports, magazine, reviews, trade publications, and news. Among the
257 publications, 108 works were excluded because those were irrelevant to the current
investigation.

3.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Six criteria were applied to the 149 remaining publications to determine the number of works
to be included in the current study. First, only studies in English were included. Second, only
empirical studies, which provided quantifiable measures of DT and time were included. Any
study that did not measure creativity through DT tests was excluded (e.g., Bar-Kochva &
Hasselhorn, 2015). Third, all literature and theoretical reviews were excluded (e.g., Hattie,
1977). Fourth, for a study to be included, it should consist of an experimental group and a
reference group, and time should be manipulated. Studies that did not meet this criterion
were excluded (e.g., Ward, 1969a). It is worth noting that in some studies, a comparison has
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been made between two conditions: timed versus untimed; while other studies compared
between different time intervals (e.g., 2.5 min. vs. 5 min. vs. 7.5 min.). Both types of studies
were included in the present meta-analysis but were analyzed separately (see Results). Fifth,
both published and unpublished studies were included to avoid publication bias (Rosenthal,
1979). Thus, the source type was not specified in the initial search resulting in publications
from seven different sources as indicated above. Finally, only those studies that provided
sufficient statistical information to calculate effect size were selected. The statistical
information includes mean, standard deviation, sample size, product-moment correlation,
and various statistics testing mean differences such as t-value, F-value, and chi-square value.
Some studies were excluded because they did not report sufficient statistical information (e.g.,
Kang et al., 2015). Furthermore, studies that reported multivariate analyses (e.g., multiple
regression and MANOVA) were excluded because their effect sizes were adjusted by other
covariates (e.g., Ward, 1969b). Applying these criteria to the 149 publications resulted in
including 22 publications as follows: 20 peer-review articles, 1 master's thesis and 1 doctoral
dissertation (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flow chart for selection of studies Note. k = number of studies

3.3. Coding Procedure and Reliability

A coding protocol was developed by the authors, which included the following information:
year of publication, country, gender, age, methods of time manipulation (i.e., timed vs.
untimed conditions; shorter vs. longer time conditions), DT tests (i.e., the Torrance Test of
Creative Thinking [TTCT], Wallack-Kogan test, Guilford test, and others), DT subscales (i.e.,
fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration, quality, and composite), DT task modality (i.e.,
verbal and figural tests), study design (i.e., between- and within-subject design), methods of
scoring originality, effect size, and sample size. A total of 237 effect sizes from 22 studies were
independently coded by the first and second authors, and there was a very high agreement in
their coding of both continuous (ICC = .99, CI  = [.998, .993]) and categorical variables
(weighted kappa = 1)

3.4. Effect Size Calculation

The standardized mean difference (i.e., Hedges’ g) in DT performance adjusted by small
sample size was calculated between the experimental group and reference group. The terms
“restricted” and “liberal” are relative to one another. The groups that received relatively less
time to complete the DT tasks was considered “restricted” compared to the one that used
more time. Likewise, the group that was “timed” was considered “restricted” compared to
“untimed” group that is “liberal”. Using the terminology of experimental design, we refer to
“restricted” conditions as the reference group and the “liberal” conditions as the experimental
group. In the case in which mean scores and standard deviations were reported, the following
formula was used to estimate Hedges’ g:

where  is the mean of DT performance,  is the standard deviation of the mean,  is
the sample size in the experimental group, and  is the mean of DT performance,  is
the standard deviation of the mean,  is the sample size in the reference group. The half of
the mean differences were tested in the studies with a repeated-measure design that need to
be accounted for in calculating effect sizes (Morris & DeShon, 2002). However, we should note
that we calculated them using Equation 1 as the statistical information provided in most
studies is not sufficient to use what Morris and DeShon (2002) suggested. We think it does not
overestimate the results treating the effects tested in repeated-measure designs as if they were

95%

(1)

(2)
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tested in independent samples because the effects tested in repeated-measure designs could
be overly weighed if Morrison & DeShon's approach was taken. In this sense, the approach
being taken in the present study is more conserved. When studies reported F-value, t-test, or
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, these statistics were converted to Cohen's d,
then to Hedges’ g using the following formula:

3.5. Synthesizing Effect Sizes

The present study employed a random-effects model to aggregate mean differences between:
a) timed and untimed conditions, and b) shorter and longer time conditions. The random-
effects model assumes that there are two sources of variability, the within-study variance (i.e.,
sampling error) and the between-study variance (i.e., the variance of effect sizes across studies).
In order to account for between-study variance, we identified several moderators that have
influenced the findings of previous research on the impact of TOT on DT performance.

Each effect size is weighted by the inverse of its variance. The weight assigned to each study is:

where  refers to weight for an effect retrieved from study ,  refers to an effect in study , 
 refers to the within-study variance for study  plus the between-study variance ( ). The

weighted mean then can be calculated using the following formula (Borenstein et al., 2009, pp.
73):

where k is the number of studies.

There was a dependency in our study sample due to multiple effect sizes obtained from a
single study in most of the included studies. Effect sizes were nested in the obtained studies.
To control for this dependency, we adopted a three-level modeling approach in the present
meta-analysis. In this specific form of a three-level model, which is referred to as Level 1
Variance Known model (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992), the first level represents a non-systematic
residual variance indicating sampling error. Level 2 represents variation between individual
effect sizes within a study, and Level 3 represents variation across studies that provided those
effect sizes. In order to calculate the mean effect size, we ran an unconditional model with no
predictors (Predictors refer to the moderators in the present study.). Following

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0019
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0021
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Konstantopoulos’ (2011) parameterization of the three level models, a complete unconditional
three-level model is:

where  represents individual effect sizes,  represents aggregate mean,  is the mean of
the distribution of level-3 random effects that is normally distributed with a mean of zero and
between publication variance,  is the mean of the distribution of level-2 random effects that
is normally distributed with a mean of zero and between effect size variance, g = 1, 2, …, k
represents the level-3 units (i.e., studies), and i = 1, 2, … j represents level-2 units (i.e., effect
size). The full model includes all study moderators and when they were added, the final model
becomes:

where β , β ,…β  represent regression coefficients, and X ,….. X  represent study
moderators.

3.6. Heterogeneity and Moderator Analyses

Both Q-test and I  statistic were calculated to assess the heterogeneity of effect sizes. The
former represents between-study variability whereas I  represents the proportion of variance
that is due to heterogeneity between studies (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). In this meta-
analysis, a high heterogeneity was expected in effects across studies as different effects were
found by the characteristics of studies and samples.

In order to explain variability in the mean effect, the following moderators were considered: a)
year of publication, b) country, c) gender, d) age, e) DT tests, f ) DT subscales, g) DT task
modality, h) study design, i) time difference between the experiment and reference groups,
and j) baseline time that refers to the time given in the reference groups. The aforementioned
moderators and their categories were presented in Table 1. Two characteristics of participants,
age and gender, were chosen as moderators as DT performance may vary across males and
females (Baer & Kaufman, 2008; Kuhn & Holling, 2009) and differ as they aged (Bijvoet-van
den Berg & Hoicka, 2014). Although female students tend to outperform in DT tests over male
students (Kuhn & Holling, 2009), this significant difference does not sustain in adults aged
from 17 through 99 years-old (Reese et al., 2001). Thus, the mean effect size was compared
between males and females, and children and adults.

Table 1. Description of the Study Moderators

(7)

(8)

0g 1g pg 1ig pig

2

2
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Year of

Publication

Country Country where data were collected

Gender

Male Males consist of 75% or more of sample size

Female Females consist of 75% or more of sample size

Combined Sample combining both males and females

Other Gender not reported

Age Groups

G1-6 Sample with 6- to 11-year-old group

G7-12 Sample with 12- to 17-year-old group

Adults Sample with 18-year-old or above

Other Age not reported; or multiple age groups combined.

Time

Manipulation

Timed VS.

Untimed

Study design that specified the time allowed for responding to different DT tasks (i.e.,

test-like) versus study design that did not specify the time for responding to different DT

tasks (i.e., game-like).

Shorter VS.

Longer Time

Study design that compared different time intervals (e.g., 2 minutes versus 5 minutes), or

study design where a comparison has been made between untimed condition versus

different time intervals.

DT Tests

TTCT Measuring DT using the TTCT

Guilford Measuring DT using Guilford Structure of Intellect tests

Wallach &

Kogan

Measuring DT using Wallack & Kogan's tests

Other Measuring DT using other DT tests

DT Subscales

Moderator Operational Definitions
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Fluency Thinking skills to produce many ideas related to the task

Flexibility Thinking skills to produce many different types of ideas or to shift from one category of

ideas to another

Originality Thinking skills to produce uncommon and unique ideas

Elaboration Thinking skills to work out the details of an idea

Quality The extent to which ideas are appropriate for intended purpose

Composite Composing two or more DT subscales into a single score

Task Modality

Verbal DT tasks providing verbal stimulus and/or asking participants to generate verbal

responses

Figural DT tasks providing figural or spatial stimulus and/or asking participants to generate

figural or spatial responses

Other Any modality that is neither verbal nor figural; or verbal and figural tests are collectively

tested

Study design

Between-

subject design

Study design that tested the TOT effect by comparing between two independent samples

that are allowed with the different amounts of time

Within-subject

design

Study design that tested the TOT effect by comparing DT performance in a single

sample with the different amounts of time

Originality

Scoring

Statistical

Infrequency-

based

Originality is scored based on the counts of responses

Subjective

Rating-based

Originality is scored by judges or raters.

Other Originality is scored in ways that are not aforementioned.

Aggregation of

Originality

Scores

Summation The counts of original responses are summed to create the score.
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Snapshot Only part of the response set is assessed to score originality

Ratio/Weighted The proportion of original responses to the total response is counted to score originality.

Other Originality is scored in ways that are not aforementioned.

More interestingly, the effect of the demographic characteristics of participants may also
interact with the modality of DT tests. For instance, older people perform as well as younger
people on DT tests when the tasks are verbally presented, while they underperform compared
to younger people when the tasks are visually presented (Palmiero et al., 2014). Thus, the mean
effect size was compared between verbal and figural tasks.

The impact of TOT on DT performance may vary across different types of DT tasks. This
implies that different DT tests varying in other characteristics possibly elicit difference in DT
performance by time. For instance, standardized instructions are required in administering
TTCT, while no specific instruction is required in Wallach-Kogan and Guilford (WKG) tests.
Thus, the mean effect size was compared between TTCT and WKG tests.

DT subscales represent different thinking skills in which time plays a differential role. As
illustrated well in the serial order effect (Beaty & Silvia, 2012; Mednick, 1962; Runco, 1986), DT
subscales representing quantity (i.e., fluency and flexibility) of mediocre responses may not
necessarily favor liberal time while DT subscales representing originality of responses may
favor liberal time. Thus, the mean effect size was compared between fluency/flexibility and
originality.

Most importantly, we tested the difference in amount of time that people were allowed to take
a DT test between the experimental and reference groups and the quadratic term of time
difference (time difference*time difference). Time difference is only tested in the subset
comparing shorter vs. longer time conditions because it is not available in the subset
comparing timed vs. untimed conditions. The time difference was coded as continuous using
minutes as the unit of time. The inclusion of the quadratic term of time difference aims to
test the hypothesized J-shaped relationship between TOT and DT outcomes indicating
whether the impact of TOT would be proportional to the increment of TOT and get smaller
and flatten after a certain period.

Besides, we tested baseline time that refers to the amount of time that was allowed in the
reference group. We hypothesized that if the effect of baseline time is negative, it would
indicate that the effect size is expected to diminish with higher baseline time. Univariate
analyses were conducted to see the mean effect size in each category of individual moderators.

After obtaining the mean effect size from the unconditional model, the moderators were

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0059
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0012
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added into a full model in which the effects of the individual moderators were tested in a
multilevel regression analysis in order to control for shared variance among various
moderators. The dummy codes were created and entered in the model if the moderators were
categorical (see corresponding footnotes in Table 3 and 5).

3.7. Assessing Publication Bias

Four indicators of publication bias were tested: a) Rosenthal's fail-safe N, b) the funnel plot
test, and c) Egger's test. Rosenthal's fail-safe N represents the number of missing studies that
could annul the reported average effect size. Figure 2 illustrates the funnel plot of standard
error. Egger's test assesses asymmetry of the funnel plot using regression analysis, while the
funnel plot test examines the impact of sample size on the effect sizes (Begg & Mazumdar,
1994; Egger et al., 1997). Non-significance of both indicate funnel plot symmetry implying that
publication bias is unlikely to impact the results. In the present study, we tested the funnel
plot test and Egger's regression test within a three-level model as suggested in Fernández-
Castilla et al. (2021).

Download : Download high-res image (378KB) Download : Download full-size image

Figure 2. Funnel plot of standard error by standardized difference in means
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4. Results

4.1. Preliminary Analyses

We examined the homogeneity of the data. Data were extremely heterogeneous, Q
(236) = 1712.93, p < .001, I  = 86.22%. We also tested the publication bias in several ways.
Rosenthal's (1979) fail-safe N was 6,496, which represents the number of missing studies that
could annul the reported average effect size in the present study. Given pretty large fail-safe N,
it seems that the present study's findings are safe from a file-drawer issue. However, Egger's
(Egger et al., 1997) regression intercept test was significant, t(235) = 2.422, p = .016, whereas the
funnel plot test ,t(235) = 0.95, p = .340, was not significant. Therefore, the evidence regarding
the funnel plot asymmetry (see Figure 2) and therefore publication bias is mixed.

4.2. Overall Relationships

The first analysis used the entire dataset (j = 237) to compare the difference between restricted
and liberal time conditions. The entire dataset was then used to calculate a general mean
effect size. The unconditional model compared the liberal and restricted time conditions
using 237 effect sizes from 22 studies. The mean effect size was  = 0.666, 95% confidence
interval (CI) [.397, .935], p < .001. The details of the unconditional models are presented in
Table 2. Liberal time conditions resulted in significantly higher DT performance than the
restricted time conditions, and this effect size is considered moderate to large (Cohen, 1988).
This analysis provided an overall picture of comparisons with an inclusive definition of
“restricted” and “liberal” time conditions. To be more specific about our findings, we divided
our dataset into two subsets.

Table 2. Unconditional Models

Fixed effects

Intercept 0.666** 0.137 4.86

Variance Components Z

Second level 0.161** 0.022 7.12

Third level 0.351** 0.134 2.63

T
2

Unconditional Model for the Entire Dataset (j = 237)

Estimates SE t

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0064
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Unconditional Model for Subset Comparing Timed VS. Untimed Conditions (j = 109)

Fixed effects

Intercept 0.493** 0.149 3.31

Variance Components Z

Second level 0.224** 0.046 4.88

Third level 0.279* 0.127 2.19

Unconditional Model for Subset Comparing Shorter VS. Longer Time Conditions (j = 128)

Fixed effects

Intercept 0.901** 0.206 4.37

Variance Components Z

Second level 0.118** 0.022 5.30

Third level 0.341 0.212 1.61

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01, j = number of effect size.

4.3. Comparing Timed vs. Untimed Conditions

The first subset (j = 109 from 15 studies) included studies comparing “timed” to “untimed”
testing conditions. The results of the unconditional model were presented in Table 2. The
mean effect size was  = 0.493, 95% CI [.201, .785], p = .005. DT performance was significantly
higher in untimed testing conditions than timed testing conditions, and the effect size is
considered small (Cohen, 1988). The data were heterogenous, Q (108) = 795.27, p < .001. The
following analyses focused on moderator analyses, and none of the moderators turned out
significant among year of publication, country, gender, age, DT tests, DT subscales, task
modality, and study design (see Table 3). The mean effects of each category in the individual
moderators are presented in Table 4.

Table 3. Full Model Comparing Timed vs. Untimed Conditions ( j = 109)

Fixed effects

T

Estimates SE t

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1871187121001097?via%3Dihub#bib0025
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1.939 32.124 0.06

0.000 0.016 -0.03

-0.390 0.506 -0.77

0.038 0.285 0.13

-0.190 0.637 0.30

-0.006 0.510 -0.01

-0.266 0.296 -0.90

-0.103 0.839 -0.12

-0.110 0.324 -0.55

0.147 0.384 0.49

0.265 0.186 1.50

0.150 0.243 0.47

0.019 0.335 0.23

0.730 0.625 0.76

-0.853 0.484 -1.76

Z

0.227** 0.049 4.66

0.289* 0.196 1.47

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01, j = number of effect size.

Reference groups for dummy variables: Gender = Male; Age = College students; DT Test = Wallach-Kogan &

Guilford; DT Subscale = Fluency/Flexibility; Task Modality = Verbal; Study design = Dependent samples.

Table 4. Mean Effect Sizes for Moderator Categories

237 0.666 0.137 < .001 4.86 1,712.93 86.22%

Intercept

Year

Country

Gender (Female)

Gender (Mixed)

Age (Grades thru 6)

Age (Grades 7 thru 12)

Age (combined)

DT Test (TTCT)

DT Test (Other)

DT Subscale (Originality)

DT Subscale (Other)

Task Modality (Figural)

Task Modality (Other)

Study design (Dependent samples)

Variance Components

Second level

Third level

j ES SE p t QT I2

All
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109 0.493 0.149 .005 3.31 795.27 86.17%

88 0.377 0.125 .012 3.01 366.87 75.74%

21 0.834 0.459 .163 1.82 387.42 94.32%

Gender

31 0.469 0.321 .283 1.46 80.27 60.13%

9 0.603 1.006 .566 0.60 8.88 0%

69 0.493 0.175 .016 2.82 688.80 89.84%

Age Groups

15 0.417 0.474 .478 .88 175.07 90.86%

30 0.465 0.362 .252 1.29 308.96 89.97%

51 0.434 0.147 .267 2.94 263.19 80.24%

13 0.773 0.106 .106 7.29 11.34 0%

DT Tests

19 0.476 0.256 .171 1.86 157.60 87.31%

27 0.247 0.166 .203 1.49 172.20 83.74%

63 0.573 0.236 .042 2.43 442.77 85.55%

DT Subscales

51 0.505 0.244 .063 2.07 569.63 90.87%

46 0.450 0.103 .007 4.37 165.95 71.68%

12 0.638 0.228 .026 2.80 53.93 75.89%

Task Modality

83 0.353 0.128 .020 2.75 484.34 82.66%

16 0.418 0.412 .495 1.02 43.60 61.01%

10 0.959 0.586 .240 1.64 244.11 95.49%

Study design

69 0.827 0.245 .015 5.97 378.20 82.02%

40 0.164 0.124 .228 6.74 287.26 86.42%

Timed vs. Untimed

Country

The US

Non-US/mixed

Male

Female

Mixed/Else

Grade 1-6

Grade 7-12

College

Combined

TTCT

WKG

Others

Fluency/@@@@ Flexibility

Originality

Others

Verbal

Figural

Others

Independent samples

Dependent sample
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128 0.901 0.206 .004 4.37 826.18 84.63%

Country

107 0.781 0.247 .024 3.16 276.22 60.9%

21 1.209 0.135 .001 8.96 313.65 93.62%

Gender

27 0.415 0.097 .146 4.30 24.66 0%

39 1.298 0.424 .057 3.06 161.69 76.51%

62 0.707 0.209 .034 3.39 605.49 89.6%

Age Groups

26 1.002 0.434 .109 2.31 89.53 70.96%

102 0.804 0.182 .012 4.42 733.15 86.22%

DT Tests

32 1.291 1.028 .428 1.26 71.72 56.78%

72 0.607 0.120 .013 5.08 157.83 55.01%

24 1.163 0.127 .001 9.15 319.45 92.8%

DT Subscales

71 0.893 0.256 .034 3.49 605.49 88.27%

47 0.775 0.305 .096 2.54 106.52 55.01%

10 1.028 0.709 .384 1.45 69.24 87%

Task Modality

98 0.969 0.210 .006 4.62 601.26 83.87%

30 0.278 0.037 < .001 7.60 4.02 0%

Study design

95 1.013 0.241 .011 4.21 597.65 84.27%

32 0.405 0.188 .276 2.16 9.23 0%

Note. j = number of effect size; TTCT = Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, WKG = Wallach-Kogan &

Guilford tests

Shorter vs. @@@@Longer Time

US

Non-US/mixed

Male

Female

Other

Grade 7-12

College Students

TTCT

WKG

Other

Fluency/ Flexibility

Originality

Other subscale

Verbal

Figural

Dependent samples

Independent sample
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To examine if potential confound among the moderators impact the results, we detected the
bivariate correlations of the moderators. The correlations were high (r > .75) with DT task
modality. When it was removed from the full model, moderators were still non-significant.

4.4. Comparing Shorter vs. Longer Time Conditions

The second subset of studies involved comparisons between shorter and longer time periods.
Analyses using 128 effect sizes from 9  studies provided a mean effect size of  = 0.901, 95% CI
[.497, 1.305], p = .004. Liberal time conditions led to significantly higher performance on DT
than the restricted time conditions, and this is a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). The data were
heterogeneous, Q (127) = 826.16, p < .001. In these comparisons, the amount of time in the
experimental and reference groups varied. Therefore, time difference between the
experimental and reference groups and baseline time were tested as moderators along with a
few others.

The full model including all tested moderators is presented in Table 5. This model included
baseline time, time difference, and the quadratic term for time difference (time difference
*time difference) on top of the same set of variables being tested in the subset comparing
timed vs. untimed conditions. As seen in Table 5, baseline time (  = -0.062, SE = .021, t = -2.91,
p = .005), time difference (  = 0.594, SE = 0.065, t = 9.17, p < .001), DT subscale-originality (
 = -0.190, SE = 0.089, t = -2.14, p = .035), and the quadratic term of time difference (  = -0.041,
SE = 0.005, t = -8.73, p < .001) turned out to significantly predict the effect sizes.

Table 5. Full Model Comparing Shorter VS. Longer Time Conditions ( j = 128)

27.971 59.470 0.47

-0.014 0.029 -0.48

-0.338 1.342 -0.25

-0.102 0.206 -0.50

0.498 0.828 0.60

0.033 0.195 0.17

-0.062** 0.021 -2.91

1

T

Estimates SE t

Fixed effects

Intercept

Year

Country

Gender (female)

Gender (mixed)

Age (Grades 7 thru 12)

Baseline Time
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0.594** 0.065 9.17

0.905 1.621 .56

0.175 1.238 0.14

-0.190* 0.089 -2.14

-0.012 0.115 -0.10

-2.032 1.880 -1.08

-0.343 1.453 -1.08

-0.041** 0.005 -8.73

Z

0.034** 0.011 3.01

0.427 0.665 0.64

Note. Reference groups for dummy variables: Gender = Male; Age = College students; DT Test = Wallach-

Kogan & Guilford; DT Subscale = Fluency/Flexibility; Task Modality = Verbal.

*p < .05; **p < .01, j = number of effect size.

Those findings indicated that the mean effect size decreases as more time provided in the
reference condition and increases as the difference between the experimental and reference
conditions gets larger. The significant negative quadratic term indicates that there is a non-
linear relationship between time difference and the effect sizes suggesting an inverted J-
shaped relationship that the relationship is positive, yet progressively decreasing. This trend
was observed when the data were compared across three periods of time difference between
the longer and shorter time conditions: a) less than 2 min., b) 2 min. to less than 5 min., 3) 5 to
10 min. The mean effect size was,  = 0.545, 95% CI [.392, .698], p = .006 for the time difference
of less than 2 min.;  = 1.010, 95% CI [.440, 1.580], p = .068 for the time period of 2 to less than 5
min., and  = 1.370, 95% CI [.517, 2.223], p = .051 for the time period of 5 to 10 min. The
amount of increase in the mean effect sizes by time difference is not proportional to the gains
over time. Furthermore, the mean effects of the last two time periods are not significantly
different from zero.

Another significant moderator was DT subscale where originality subscale (  = 0.775, 95% CI
[.177, 1.373], p = .096) had a significantly lower mean effect size than fluency/flexibility (
 = 0.893, 95% CI [.391, 1.395], p = .034). Increased time benefitted to originality less than it did
to fluency and flexibility.

Time Difference

DT Test (TTCT)

DT Test (other)

DT Subscale (originality)

DT Subscale (other)

Task Modality (figural)

Study design (Independent samples)

Time Difference*Time Difference

Variance Components

Second level

Third level
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To make sure any confound among the study moderators does not impact the results, we
examined the bivariate correlations among the moderators. The highest correlations were
high (r > .75) among DT task type, DT modality, and the study design. Following Viechtbauer's
(2007) suggestion, we removed DT task type and DT modality because they were less
important than the study design. All of the main and interaction effects remained the same
and the confound among study moderators did not impact the results.

4.5. Originality Scoring

Another moderator that is worthy of attention is how originality is scored. Originality is
scored in a number of ways such as aggregation of frequency-based scores, average of
frequency-based scores, and subjective ratings, and the impact of TOT on originality might
have been influenced by the way it is scored. Since this moderator was available for only a
small number of studies, the above models did not include it in order to keep statistical power
high. This moderator was tested for both datasets (timed vs. untimed conditions; shorter vs.
longer time conditions). This analysis was first conducted in the dataset, in which timed and
untimed conditions were compared (45 effect sizes from ten studies). The mean effect size is
not significantly different from the studies in which originality is scored as the average of
statistically infrequent responses no matter whether originality is scored as the sum of
statistically infrequent responses (  = -0.090, SE = 0.230, t = -0.39, p = .715) or subjective scoring (
 = -0.168, SE = 0.240, t = -0.70, p = .507).

Likewise, in the dataset where shorter and longer time conditions are compared (48 effect
sizes in six studies), neither originality scores based on the sum of statistically infrequent
responses (  = 0.607, SE = 0.927, t = 0.66, p = .562) nor various other scoring methods (  = 0.558,
SE = 0.916, t = 0.69, p = .590) was any different from the average of statistically infrequent
responses.

6. Discussion
The present study aimed to examine whether the relationship between TOT and DT
performance changed curvilinearly as more time was given. Three findings are worthy to
further discussed: a) DT performance increases as more time is given, b) originality does not
necessarily take an advantage of liberal time compared to fluency and flexibility, and c) the
relationship is characterized in the inverted J-shaped relationship.

Results indicate that DT performance increased, on average, as more time was given. In other
words, people tend to do better in DT tests with more time to take the tests. This finding is
comparable to the positive TOT effect found in a recent meta-analysis (Said-Metwaly et al.,
2020). Furthermore, the present study confirms that DT performance increases regardless of
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time manipulation methods although the effect is larger when comparing the shorter vs.
longer time conditions (  = .901) than comparing the timed vs. untimed conditions (  = .493).
This discrepancy is a nuanced result unique to the present study because it may uncover what
role time plays in DT performance when accounting for the comparisons of all possible pairs
of time intervals. Perhaps, it indicates that DT performance may be maximal at sufficiently
enough time with a definite time limit over indefinite time because untimed conditions do
not return the higher effect. One of the probable reasons is self-regulation: When people
know how long they are given in the DT tests, they would be more efficient in allocating time
across their cognitive processing to yield their best performance. However, this result is not
enough to directly uphold the non-linear relationship between time and DT performance.

Thus, moderator analyses were conducted using meta-regression analyses to account for
shared variance among the moderators and reduce the likelihood of Type I error aiming to
add rigor to the analyses. In the subset comparing timed vs. untimed conditions in a meta-
regression analysis, no moderator turned out to significantly explain the effect. However, the
results of moderator analyses with the data from the studies comparing shorter vs. longer
time revealed some interesting findings. As expected, the baseline time, time difference, and a
quadratic term of time difference turned out all significant. The significant moderators
provide evidence of the inverted J-shaped relationship between TOT and DT performance. The
negative coefficient of the quadratic term indicates that the curvilinear relationship is concave
implying that DT performance increases as more time allowed, but its growth slows down
progressively. In other words, this result indicates the inverted J-shaped relationship that is
marked with the progressive growth followed by some deceleration.

The negative effect of the baseline time also supports the inverted J-shaped relationship
because the less time allowed in the reference group, the larger mean effect was found than
when more time is allowed in the reference group. To exemplify this, let us think of two
hypothetical testing conditions: In Study 1, the reference group is given 2 min. and the more
liberal condition is allowed 4 min. In Study 2, the conditions are 4 and 6 min, respectively. In
both studies, the time difference is 2 min. Although both conditions have the same time
difference being added in the moderator analyses, the effect size would be larger in Study 1
than Study 2 because 2 minutes of additional time make more difference in Study 1. This is
supportive of a curvilinear relationship because the additional time allowed makes less of a
difference if it comes after a longer period of time rather than a shorter period of time.

We further examined whether the gain proportionally increased as more time is given. We
hypothesized that if the linear relationship was present between time and DT performance,
the gain in the mean effect would appear proportional to the amount of time difference
between the two groups being tested. In the results, the gain turned out all positive no matter
how long the time difference was tested. Yet, the amount of gain tends to get smaller as the
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time difference gets larger. For instance, the mean effect did not triple up although the time
difference is more than three times (  = 0.545 for less than 2 min.,  = 1.370 for 5 to 10 min.)
suggesting that the linear relationship is not supported.

The curvilinear relationship is repeatedly affirmed including studies examining the inverted
U-shaped relation between time pressure and creativity (Andrews & Farris, 1972; Baer &
Oldham, 2006; Bechtoldt et al., 2010; Ohly et al., 2006) implying that there seems to be an
optimal time for DT performance. Assessing maximal performance is more critical in ability
assessment (Bandalos, 2018) and DT is defined as an ability, not an attitude (Harrington, 1975).
The inverted J-shaped relationship suggests that sufficiently long time period contributes to
maximal performance in DT tests, but excessive time does not proportionally enhance it.

One of the probable reasons is that providing ample time may contribute to a psychologically
safe environment and encourage people to follow their own pace in ideation which eventually
elevates their creative performance. People tend to express their maximal creativity in a
psychologically safe environment where they are not evaluated and there are few constraints,
including time constraints (Dentler & Mackler, 1964; Harrington et al., 1987). For instance,
people would be less stressed about time with less time constraints as they do not need to deal
with the pressure of being timed. Under excessive time pressure, people are more likely to
experience stress in which their epistemic motivation diminishes and correspondingly
hazards creative problem solving (Schultz & Searleman, 1998). People may allocate their
cognitive resource (i.e., attention) in managing time in addition to thinking about original
responses. Because they are cognitively distracted by maintenance work (e.g., time
management), they might lack their cognitive resource in advancing their performance in
cognitively complex tasks requiring more cognitive flexibility (Baer & Oldham, 2006;
Bechtoldt et al., 2010; Carnevale & Probst, 1998; De Dreu & Nijstad, 2008; Van Hiel &
Mervielde, 2003). In a nutshell, ample time would promote DT performance through creating
a psychologically safe environment that frees up cognitive resources.

Ample time serves to uphold the construct validity of DT scores not only through creating a
psychologically safe environment but also eliminating construct-irrelevant variance in DT
scores (Messick, 1995). Extreme time pressure is likely to threat the construct validity of DT
scores by yielding construct-irrelevant variance. Preckel et al. (2011), for instance, found that
speediness of DT tests significantly contributed to mental speed variance in students’ creative
performance. That being said, students who quickly processed cognitive reasoning were likely
to outperform in speeded DT tests. The threat of time pressure to the construct-irrelevant
variance also appeared in the result that those who were good at working memory were faster
in judging relatedness which is key in generating remote (i.e., original) responses (Vartanian et
al., 2009). Furthermore, people who have superior executive functions also outperformed as
DT tests go (Beaty & Silvia, 2012). The findings imply that people with higher mental ability
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may take advantages in their creative performance compared to those with lower mental
ability if they are rushed.

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that this increment does not continue proportionally over time.
The inverted J-shaped relationship implies that time does not need to be longer than is
necessary to yield optimal performance. One of the probable reasons for the decelerated
growth in DT performance over time is that excessive time may alter their use of cognitive
resources. At the beginning of the tasks, people should be able to use their cognitive resources
the most effectively being inspired by high achievement goals (Moore & Tenny, 2012).
However, people may perceive the tasks less stimulating if time is more than needed. If people
perceive tasks less stimulating, they are unlikely to engage in the tasks which would result in
less enjoyment and correspondingly lower task performance (Freedman & Edwards, 1988;
Gardner, 1990). Besides, their performance stops promoting at a certain point when they feel
fatigue. With excessive time, they may be productive at the beginning but slow down as their
mental resources are consumed (Briggs & Reinig, 2010). Furthermore, excessive time may
leave room for distraction by unrelated tasks (Wilson et al., 1995). In the absence of a definitive
end point, people may resort to other activities that may eventually undermine their
performance. In this sense, the inverted J-shaped relationship is reasonable.

Another interesting finding is that the more gains are found in fluency and flexibility over
originality with more time. This finding contradicts to the previous study (Said-Metwaly et al.,
2020) that reported larger originality gains than fluency and flexibility over time. Here two
things should be noted about the present study. First, we adopted a meta-regression approach,
rather than univariate ANOVA approach to control for shared variance among study
moderators. Second, the present study analyzed a larger number of studies. Indeed, the
univariate analysis of the DT subscale found that the mean effect is significantly larger for
fluency or flexibility (  = .505) than originality (  = .450). However, we should note that the
finding does not contraindicate the serial order effect (Beaty & Silvia, 2012) because originality
is not demoted over time, but its gain is just not as big as in fluency and flexibility. Put
differently, originality continues to increase as it advances just at a slower rate than fluency
and flexibility. More convincingly, long time conditions may promote originality through
expanding people's repertoire of associations as explained by Mednick (1962). He underlined
the importance of that requisite elements should suffice in people's response repertoire in
order to be original in the creative process.

This finding is particularly rigorous because how responses were scored was also controlled
for in meta-regression. When originality is scoring, a few different scoring methods can be
used: For instance, originality is measured as statistical infrequency (e.g., Buteau, 1988) or
judges’ ratings (Hattie, 1980) for scoring the responses, and as summative counts (e.g., Plucker
et al., 2006) or average ratings per response (e.g., Hass, 2015) for aggregating the responses. If
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DT performance is solely measured by a summative method, the progressive growth may not
be surprising (Briggs & Reinig, 2010). However, several different scoring methods being used
in the studies are accounted for using meta-regression in the present study. This finding
supports that the relationship between DT performance and time is moderated by the mix of
originality scores computed in several methods accounting for the summed counts of original
responses or the originality of the best responses as suggested in Briggs and Reinig's bounded
ideation theory (2010). Though, we should note that we were not able to test how effect size
varied by which method was chosen to score originality due to the small number of studies.

7. Limitations and Future Research
The relationship between TOT and DT performance found in the present meta-analysis may
still vary by external and internal factors. For instance, the inverted J-shaped relationship may
not be true for everyone in some DT subscales. Originality is perhaps more affected by
people's executive process and fluid intelligence, but it is not merely by a function of time
(Beaty & Silvia, 2012; Nusbaum & Silvia, 2011; Silvia & Beaty, 2012). Thus, the inverted J-shaped
relationship may need to be examined across full spectrum of moderating factors such as
people's mental ability and motivation in order to obtain a complete picture of the
relationship. More importantly, perceived time limit may matter in the TOT effect in addition
to how much of time people are actually given. Although tests are actually timed, people might
not be affected by TOT if they are not aware of time limit while taking the tests. Whether
people were informed of time limit or not was not specifically tested in the present study
because of lack of information on this in the studies. Thus, future research should further
investigate whether the TOT effect found in the present study remains generalizable even
when the external and internal factors are accounted for.

More importantly, the finding does not tell how much of time is optimal for creative
performance but only shows that DT performance may slow down at some point as the DT
test advances. Ideally, if we synthesized effects testing how DT performance changed in each
time segment (e.g., per minute) over time, we could have provided the most accurate picture of
DT performance proportional to time. For instance, it may show whether DT subscales
increase or decrease over time and at which point this change exactly decelerates or
accelerates. Besides, the present study does not uncover why the growth in DT performance
decelerates overtime. If the think-aloud data illustrating people's thought process during DT
tests was available, we could have identified what may determine its deceleration.
Unfortunately, these analyses were not available in the present study because studies rarely
test DT performance in each time segment and collect think-aloud data. Future research
should tackle the unresolved questions including the DT changes proportional to time as well
as why DT performance slows down as time progresses.
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Acar et al., 2020

Lastly, we converted some effect sizes that were estimated in studies with a repeated-measure
design without accounting for within-subject variance according to the best practice suggested
in the field (Morris & DeShon, 2002) due to the lack of statistical information provided in the
articles. Thus, more rigor should be added to this conversion in future research.
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